Achieve your accessibility goals faster

Accessibility is a multifaceted process requiring the participation of leaders and team members across your organization. You can depend on the Deque Team to help define a path to accessibility success that is efficient, flexible, sustainable, and minimizes disruption to existing processes. Whether your accessibility needs are driven by compliance, design or development we can help you.

Meet your compliance goals and help make the web a better place. Deque offers the best accessibility tools, services and training in the industry.
Deque Accessibility Services

Whether you have an immediate accessibility need or are building a program for scale, Deque Experts deliver results. Choose a combination of assessments, remediation or training that work for you. If you don’t know where to start, we can help with that too.

Audits & Verification
Need to know how accessible your website and applications are? An assessment is a great place to start. Our experts can tailor an Audit that matches your specific needs.

Accessibility Remediation
Embed an accessibility expert alongside your teams to fix accessibility issues in-house or allow Deque accessibility experts to do it for you.

Program Strategy & Compliance
Deque accessibility experts craft a customized program to help you integrate accessibility compliance into your organization.

Comprehensive Digital Accessibility Training
Accessibility training is an essential part of becoming accessible and staying accessible. We’ve got instructor-led training as well as online, self-paced training through Deque University. Training is for beginners and experts, teams and individuals, developers, designers, content creators, and everything in between.

Complete Web Accessibility Training
Android & iOS Accessibility
UX Accessibility

Accessibility for Content Creators
Document Accessibility
Accessibility Certification

Deque University Scholarships
If you have a disability, you’re eligible for a year of free access to our Deque University online course curriculum.

Digital Accessibility expertise is in demand, and people with disabilities have a lot to offer in this field. You live the experience. Deque University can help you develop the technical skills to be an accessibility professional.
The Accessibility Testing Suite for your Entire Development Cycle
Deque Tools are built to match the needs of your teams across the entire software development life cycle. Choose the area that best suits your needs today and have confidence that the remaining toolset can scale with you into the future.

**DEVELOPMENT**

- **WorldSpace Attest**
  Automated Testing Toolkit
- **WorldSpace Assure**
  Interactive Testing

**TESTING**

- **WorldSpace Comply**
  Monitoring and Reporting
- **Amaze**
  Urgent Remediation

**PRODUCTION**

- **WorldSpace Attest**
  Framework integrations and browser plugins to help you incorporate accessibility into your existing development and testing environment.

- **WorldSpace Assure**
  Step-by-step guidance and report-building that empowers QA teams to succeed without becoming accessibility experts.

- **WorldSpace Comply**
  Enterprise-level accessibility audits, advanced reporting, monitoring, and management of accessibility issues against industry standards or customized guidelines.

- **Amaze**
  Remediation solution for urgent projects and complaint handling that works via the creation of Accessibility Overlays that can correct the issue without having to edit or even access the source code.

**axe**
Free browser plugin for single page accessibility tests and an open source rules library to enable developers to take on accessibility testing into their own hands.
Choose Deque, the standard in digital accessibility.

Join the undisputed leaders in the digital accessibility space. Hundreds of thousands of users are making a difference with Deque today, you can start today.

About Deque Accessibility Experts
Deque employees are some of the most experienced accessibility experts in the world.
More International Association of Accessibility Professionals (IAAP) certified experts than any company in the world.
Several employees serve as active contributors to the W3C working group, writing and maintaining WCAG.

At Deque Systems our mission is to make the digital world accessible to everyone. Whether you’re driven to meet compliance goals or just trying to make the web a better place, our accessibility tools, services and training are the standard of the accessibility industry.

In partnership with major corporations, government agencies, educational institutions, and non-profit organizations we’re working hard to ensure that web sites, mobile apps, and digital content is accessible to everyone.

Learn more at deque.com